
Cookie Policy

1. Cookies

A “cookie” is a piece of information that is stored on your computer when you visit a website. They are
used to store a variety of information about your browsing session and to make websites work, or
work in a more efficient way, by enabling them to recognise you and remember important information
that will make your use of the website more convenient.

2. Different types of cookies

There is a general distinction between session cookies and persistent cookies.

Session cookies

Session cookies are cookies that expire at the end of a browser session, that is when the user exits
the browser. They allow websites operators to link the actions of users during a single browser
session to allow them to use the website most efficiently. For example, session cookies enable a
website to remember that a user has placed items in an online shopping basket.

Persistent cookies

In contrast to session cookies, persistent cookies are stored on the user's equipment between
browsing sessions. They therefore enable the website to "recognise" the user on his return, to
remember the user's preferences and to tailor services to them.

3. What cookies do we use?

We use cookies which are essential for the operation of our websites, for example they enable you to
move on the website and use its features. Acceptance of these cookies is a condition of you using
our websites.

We use performance cookies to collect information about your use of our websites and your
geolocation. These cookies do not collect information that identifies you personally (we do not collect
your IP address) and the information that is collected by these cookies is aggregated and anonymous.
By continuing to browse our websites or by indicating you agree to our cookie policy on the cookie
pop-up on the websites, you will be taken to have consented to these cookies.



4. Details about the cookies we use

Our websites are hosted by Dreamhost.

The following details the cookies present on our websites:

● _gat (used for Google Analytics)
● _gid (used for Google Analytics)
● _ga (used for Google Analytics)
● wp-settings (used for WordPress)

We use Google Analytics to collect information about visitors to our websites. Information on the
cookies used by Google Analytics is available here.

Enabling the Google Analytics cookies is not strictly necessary for the website to work but it will
provide you with a better browsing experience. You can delete or block these cookies, but if you do
that some features of this site may not work as intended.

These cookies are not used for any purpose other than those described here.

5. Manage cookies on our websites

You can control which non-strictly necessary cookies you get and which you keep on your browser.
Unless you have adjusted your browser settings so that it will refuse our cookies, our system will issue
non-strictly necessary cookies when you continue to browse our website.

6. Useful links

You can find out more information about cookies by visiting the following information website:

https://www.aboutcookies.org

https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/analyticsjs/cookie-usage
https://www.aboutcookies.org/

